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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0160885A2] 1. A vending device (10) having sales packages, in particular so-called blister packages (30) for needle work tools for thread
working, such as knitting needles crochet needles, sewing needles and of accessories, and consisting of a base plate (34) and a transparent tray
(35), including a rack (11) and at least one box open at the top mounted therein, which receives the sales packages (30) in stacks, characterized in
that the rack (11) has at least two superposed tiers (12, 13) wiht at least two boxes (14, 14') placed in the rack and stepped relatively to each other
on the display side, of which the upper box (14) is stationary, while the boxes therebelow are disigned as stop-defined (28, 29, 56) pull-out drawers
(14') whose front walls (23) in retracted position of the drawers (14') are already set back further (74) in steps in the rack (11) upwards from tier to
tier, and that the sales packages (30) are placed in upright position with their bottom ends (32) inserted in the boxes (14) respectively drawers (14')
in record card system manner, while their upper ends (33) can be gone through in packs along the horizontally extending stack (31).
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